Medieval organbuilding

In Search of the

Secrets of Medieval Organs:
The European Summer of 2012
A Report and Some Reflections
By David Rumsey

Basel Peterskirche concert June 9, 2012: (l to r) Marc Lewon (lute), Eva Kopli (soprano), Brett Leighton (organ), Nicolas Savoy (tenor), Elizabeth Rumsey (vielle);
obscured: Dominik Hennig, (calcant) (photo: Gabriele Lewon)

Basel workshop: (l to r) Crawford Young (lute), Tobie Miller (hurdy-gurdy), Brett
Leighton (organ), Elizabeth Rumsey (vielle) (photo: Bernhard Witzke)
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hurdy-gurdy, harp, bells, whole families
of antique instruments, and virtually
all music of any period. The ongoing
challenge in the medieval arena for
instrumentalists is that of surviving originals. Certainly extant and truly original
16th-century organs are scarce. Precious
little material dating from before the 15th
century is known—and then essentially
only fragments. Iconography, contemporary descriptions, the few comprehensible early organbuilding tracts, and
much circumstantial evidence taken from
extant contemporary repertoire are about
all that there is to go on. At the Rhede
conference, Winold van der Putten, who
was responsible for building many of the
instruments present, added another significant factor: the experience of specialist organbuilders who have now regularly
interpreted these old sources and learned
how to put theories or confusing historic
descriptions into practice. This is a cutting edge where artistic fringe-dwellers
live dangerously by constantly expanding
boundaries. It is a little like “walking the
plank,” just that the board gets narrower
as it seemingly extends back forever,
engaging the enquirer in an ever more
precarious balancing act. But the rewards
are tangible, and in the past few years fully
successful medieval constant-scaled ranks
have been constructed and voiced. They
were commonplace enough for much of
medieval instrument-building history and
essential to its performance.
Walter Chinaglia, from Como (Italy)5
was another of those present in both
Basel and Rhede with several of his
own positives and portatives built from
extending what is “seen through a glass
darkly” into convincing practical realities, another fruit from the experiences
of these increasingly skilled specialist
builders. There are others—Marcus

n Friday and Saturday, June 9 and
10, 2012, a concert and workshop
focusing on the medieval organ were held
at the Basel (Switzerland) Peterskirche.
They dealt with concepts, designs, repertoire and the medieval organ used in
ensemble.1 Another symposium and
series of concerts was later organized
in and around East Friesland (Rhede),
commencing Monday, September 3,
2012, running until Sunday, September
9, dealing with much the same topics.2
Some instruments and participants were
common to both events. Elsewhere Kimberly Marshall played and held courses
in Sion (Switzerland) during October
2012. Other events in Europe during the
summer of 2012 dedicated to the medieval organ included one arranged by Jos
van der Giessen in the Netherlands.
Kimberly Marshall’s 1989 book,
Iconographical Evidence for the LateMedieval Organ in French, Flemish and
English Manuscripts,3 was of seminal
influence to much of this blossoming culture. It was the most oft-quoted work at
the Basel and Rhede conferences. A colloquium in 1995 at Royaumont (France),
two years after an 11th-century Theophilus organ had been reconstructed there
by Antoine Massoni, was a most important sequel.4 Marcel Pérès, responsible
for the Royaumont Theophilus organ,
also played in Basel during August 2011.
The 2012 events were significant vantage
points in an ongoing search for the Holy
Grail of understanding medieval organs
and performance practices. They continued to push back through the 15th, 14th,
13th centuries, even to the 3rd in Rhede.

The Phenomenon

The
observant
phenomenologist
might well note something in the air:
research into and performance of early
20
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music has now spread both forwards
and backwards in time—from a “Bachfulcrum” that began with Mendelssohn,
S.S. Wesley, et al. in the early 19th
century. By the late 20th century it had
reached fortepiano, early Steinway,
the “real” Wagner orchestra, and even
Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du printemps,
where authenticity of instruments used
was a measure of performance excellence.
Concurrently, moving back to ever earlier
eras, the music of Buxtehude, Frescobaldi, Couperin, Correa de Arauxo, and
Sweelinck—among many others—has
been vigorously regenerated through
performance on historic organs, careful
emulation of their temperaments, key
proportions, wind quality, specifications,
tonal and mechanical attributes, all of
which illuminate performance practices.
Other 19th- and 20th-century contributions to this historical consciousness
included the continuum of English choral music, the rediscovery of Palestrina,
and parallel developments in Gregorian
chant. In the educational arena it seeped
into musical institutions such as Eugène
Gigout’s 19th-century Organ School in
Paris or the early 20th-century Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis, not to forget the
work of Solesmes and similar centers.
High-profile specialist performers such
as Gustav Leonhardt then came on the
scene, increasingly promoting serious
research, publications, recordings, and
concerts. Discrete organ cultures began
to be brought back to life by dedicated
builders, researchers, performers, and
luminaries. A veritable explosion of
knowledge and activity erupted around
the turn of the 21st century.
The phenomenon is now neither confined to the organ nor the 16th–19th centuries, but takes in viola da gamba, cornetto, medieval fiddle, lute, harpsichord,

Stahl of Dresden6 and Stefan Keppler of
Kötz,7 to name but two from Germany.

2012—European Medieval
Organ Summer

On Saturday afternoon, September 8,
2012, the Rhede symposium was nearing its conclusion and running rather late,
since so many people had had so much
to offer. The interest was exceptionally
keen; most sessions had extended well
beyond their scheduled times. About 15
different organs had been assembled in a
kind of “grand general meeting of gothic
organs.” They emulated everything from
a hydraulis to 13th, 14th, and 15thcentury portatives and positives. There
were also some renaissance instruments,
including an original 16th-century Italian
organ, the most modern of the assembly,
a permanent fixture in the Old Church
at Rhede, nodal point of this symposium.
Other venues around this East-Friesland
region included Weener and Rysum.
Attendees came from Germany, Netherlands, Scotland, Switzerland, Australia,
Czech Republic, USA, and Scandinavia.
At the outset Harald Vogel made the
poignant observation that this unusual
gathering of medieval organs was an
exceptionally important event in the
history of the instrument, a hitherto
virtually unthinkable assembly. It was
organized by the Weener Organeum,
Winfried Dahlke in charge, supported
by a squadron of organists, organbuilders, and others whose burning curiosity
clearly motivated them strongly.
Dr. Vogel inaugurated the “Rims”
instrument, made for a German organist by Orgelmakerij van der Putten after
mid-14th-century practices: constantscaling, two 8′s in parallel (effectively 8′
II-ranks, always playing, no stop control)
and a 6′ (on a separate register, slider
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Walter Chinaglia demonstrates one of
his portatives; two more are in the background (photo: Jos van der Giessen)

The Rims organ with its “Praetorius”
keys (photo: Winold van der Putten)

above the windchest). The resemblance
to an organ described in the 10–12thcentury Sélestat Manuscript gives its
8′+8′+6′ specification full credibility.8
The prototypical culture that inspired
the Rims instrument used lead as pipe
material, constant scaling after the
11th-century Berne Anonymous MS,9
and keys as described by Praetorius for
Halberstadt.10 Its Gamba-Quintadenalike bass tones with Principally-Flutey
trebles were an experience all of their
own. They came into good use during
the symposium in Gregorian alternatims,
borduns supporting chanters, and works
such as medieval Redeuntes with longheld bass notes under more agile trebles.
This instrument presented a left-hand
cantus firmus of an early Felix namque11
with remarkable ease and complete
conviction; its scaling allowing the
“slow-note cantus firmus” to stand out
against right-hand elaborations as if two
manuals were being used. Yet no normal
two-manual organ could ever achieve the
effect so convincingly. An understanding
of the 13th-century Notre Dame school
of Léonin and Pérotin—also tried out at
the conference—was clarified through
performance on this instrument. All
present knew instinctively that they were
in the presence of a special musical integrity and masterly instrument building.12
Another organ, of an altogether different, rather later style, was the largest
of several provided by Walter Chinaglia. This remarkable organo di legno
brought to mind a passage in Benvenuto
Cellini’s autobiography:

a strong and spicy finish to the tonal
resources.14 He also brought along several positives and portatives, one very
fine positive emulating that in the van
der Goes painting in Scotland.15
Of particular interest to everybody at
the symposium was a new interpretation
of the ancient Roman organ finds from
Aquincum (Hungary). It was built by
A. Schuke Potsdam-Orgelbau GmbH
(Germany) for the Römisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum Mainz (Germany); research, design, and concept
were by Susanne Rühling M.A. and
Michael Zierenberg.16 Extra time had to
be allocated, taken from later sessions,
allowing a second round of discussion
about this amazing but potent little replica. It stood there, like a proud Roman
sentinel, on its brown hexagonal pedestal, a living and working monument,
mostly in copper or bronze, to the organ
belonging to Aquincum’s 3rd-century fire
brigade. Its prototype ironically survived
a fire by falling into the cellar. Were they
all out that night? Perhaps the seemingly unanswerable question—“Was it a
hydraulis or a bellows organ?”—might
be given a nudge towards hydraulis, since
its survival could have been the result of
having water poured over it as it fell?
It is doubtful that burning floors falling
into cellars with highly flammable organ
bellows would do anything more than
increase the conflagration. Such speculations aside, this instrument looked more
like something from the age of steam
and polished brass. Indeed, its amazing
sounds were quite reminiscent of steam
whistles. Justus Willberg also tours
Europe with a hydraulis,17 complete
with air-pumps, water cistern, pnigeus,
and Greek repertoire, but following the
older, Walcker-Mayer interpretation.
He was in Basel not so long before the
June event, another manifestation of this
fascinating phenomenon. The sounds of
these Roman organs seem not unrelated
to the new Rims organ when first heard
from a modern perspective, although
they are in reality tonally, musically, and
mechanically universes apart.
Another star of both events was the
two-stop, one-manual and pedal positive
made for the author in 2010 by van der
Putten. This instrument was also partly
influenced by the van der Goes painting.
The organ and I had been invited to make
the trip from Basel specifically to talk,
play, and be played at this conference.

My father began teaching me to play
upon the flute and sing by note; but notwithstanding I was of that tender age
when little children like to take pastime in
whistles and such toys, I had an inexpressible dislike for it, and played and sang only
to obey him. At this time my father fashioned wonderful organs with pipes made of
wood, spinets the fairest and most excellent
which could then be seen, viols and lutes
and harps of the most beautiful and perfect
construction.13

What could be called Chinaglia’s
Cellini Principals are exceptionally fine
ranks, made from a beautiful red-yellow
cypress, which even contributes scent to
the total experience of this organ. They
run through the entire range of its keyboard at both 8′ and 4′ pitches. The third
register, an exquisite Krummhorn-Regal
with a beautifully full and rich quality in
spite of its pencil-thin resonators, adds
WWW.THEDIAPASON.COM

Walter Chinaglia demonstrates his positive organ emulating van der Goes (pho-

A new reconstruction of the Aquincum
organ (photo: Winold van der Putten)

Much of the woodwork is Lebanese
cedar, again contributing scent to the total
experience. It was used in every concert
and demonstration and featured twice
on the cover of the flyer. (Rysum was the
third.) The two Rhede flyer photos were
taken at the Basel event by Jos van der
Giessen where the Peterskirche appropriately provided a neatly framed, truly
“Gothic” background.18 The positive was
moved from Laufen (Switzerland, near
Basel) to Rhede (Germany), then Huizinge (Netherlands), Rysum (Germany),

Rhede (Germany), Groningen (Netherlands), Finsterwolde (Netherlands), and
back to Laufen (Switzerland) during this
northern sojourn—about 12 days.
The rest of the Rhede Symposium
consisted of demonstrations, concerts,
lectures, a church service, socializing,
and networking. The invitees included
Harald Vogel, Winold van der Putten,
Koos van de Linde, Cor Edskes (paper
read in absentia), Susanne Rühling,
Winfried Dahlke, Jankees Braaksma,
Tomas Flegr, and myself. Themes ranged

to: Jos van der Giessen)
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around gothic pipe-making, wind pressures, voicing, repertoire, performance
practice, the problems and advantages in
the anachronous use of tuning slides in
modern copies of early organs, the towering figure of Arnaut de Zwolle, medieval
organ design (cases, windchests, specifications, keys), the Blockwerk, surviving
literature, touch sensitivity on portatives,
the use of bells with medieval organs,
Pythagorean tempering, and much more.
Time simply ran out. The richness of
thematic material, available expertise,
the many discussion by-products, and the
ravenous cultural, intellectual, and musical hunger of all gathered together for this
event turned out to be quite overwhelming for the organizers. Some speakers
and players had to seriously curtail their
offerings. Frustrating though this was, it
should be no enduring problem as long as
the need for more is acknowledged.
Thus it was that, on Saturday afternoon, September 8, 2012, momentarily
lacking a program, I turned to Jos van der
Giessen and asked, “When does this finish?” Even the fascinating unscheduled
double session by Koos van de Linde
(Netherlands/Germany) ranging from
Arnaut de Zwolle to the much-discussed
Utrecht Nicolaïkerk organ restoration19
was not fully done. Three more speakers were impossibly scheduled in the 30
minutes before the close at 4:30 pm. My
question was intended to be “When does
this (session) finish”—but the response
fittingly, amusingly, and intentionally
misinterpreted it, summing up the spirit
which had been engendered by all the
2012 events: “Never, I hope!”
For the phenomenologists, at least four
medieval organ events in around four
months—Basel, Netherlands, Rhede,
Sion—must be something of a landmark
for 2012.
•
Immediately following the Rhede
Symposium, on Sunday, September 9,
after the closing church service in Rysum,
a further concert was held in Groningen’s
De Oosterpoort Concert Hall. Arrangements had been made that my instrument
would remain in the Netherlands for a
few days before being returned to Switzerland. Jankees Braaksma (Netherlands)
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David Rumsey and Kimberly Marshall at
the Rumsey organ’s inauguration Laufen
(CH), April 2010 (photo: Gabriele Lewon)

Jankees Braaksma (recorder) in rehearsal with RenaiDanse (photo: Jos van
der Giessen)

The Rims organ: two 8′ ranks and one 6′
rank all with the same (27mm, “pigeon’s
egg”) diameter (photo: Jos van der Giessen)

and Tomas Flegr (Czech Republic)
played it with the group Vox Resonans, the
ensemble adding that sparkle and transformed sound that has been frequently
noted with this organ: those who had
attended both events were still commenting on Tobie Miller’s hurdy-gurdy playing
in Basel and the amazing soundscapes
created when organistrum and organum
are played in ensemble. The dance group,
RenaiDanse,20 led by Veronique Daniels
(Switzerland), and instrumentalists also
featured in two of the Rhede Symposium
concerts as well as this Groningen event.
They all earned a double standing ovation
in Groningen—one after the concert,
another after the encore. The calcant (the
organ’s builder), physically exhausted and
suffering from a serious workshop injury
incurred just before the symposium, was
fittingly included with the performers in
these accolades.

were able to pose important questions,
and even answer some, at least in the
short term. But long-term answers are
needed, since both the practice and the
research is relatively recent, tends to be
revelatory, and is ongoing—very much
an essential part of the phenomenon.
There were questions posed about
the nicknaming of the Rutland Psalter
copy as a “Theophilus” organ. Of course,
with hindsight we can now view this
as two ends of a historical progression
and clearly distinguish between them
as organ types. Simple, well-intended
glossing can grow into habits that
become less correct as time progresses.
Such expressions tend to stick, even
when more recent knowledge overtakes
them. Another habit of this kind began
to be formed at these conferences
when—rightly enough as a new venture
in recreating pipe-making history—the
so-called “pigeon’s egg” registers (three
on the Rims organ, one on the Rumsey
organ) were referred to just so: “pigeon’s
egg ranks.” The term comes from the
11th-century Codex Bern (see endnote
9), where the measure of pipe diameters
is explained as “the width of a pigeon’s
egg.” Yet the eggs chosen were different
and correctly discriminated between the
eras the two instruments represented.
Thus the ranks were not scaled to the
same widths. The terminology really
should have been “constant-scaled.”
After that we might talk ancient treatises
and ornithology.21 Likewise, in discussing
the “wolf” in Pythagorean tempering,
the interval really should have been
referred to as “b to g♭” rather than “b to
f♯”. And what were referred to as “pure
thirds” are in fact just ever so slightly
impure acoustically, since they are really
Pythagorean diminished fourths, e.g.,
d–g♭, which are 384.36 cents, whereas
a truly pure major third is 386.31 cents.
True, normal human perception cannot distinguish between them.22 Again,
strictly speaking, the hydraulis presented
was closer to a bellows organ.
These matters need little further
comment here; the intention is clear in
every case once the context is clarified
and human nature to gloss, nickname,
and abbreviate is acknowledged. Exact
terminology usually sorts itself out
eventually as needs arise and awareness
increases—although a general tendency
to slow progress is lamentable.
What needs probing now includes the
following:
Medieval Tuning and Tempering:
A frequent modern assumption that earlier Pythagorean temperaments mostly
had the “wolf” at G♯–E♭23 seems only
rarely to be hinted at in ancient sources.
It has sometimes been recommended or

assumed by exponents of this culture,
including Mark Lindley, although often
with serious reservations or caveats.24
Others, such as Adam B. Rahbee, are
known to be investigating this.25 Further
results are eagerly awaited from him
and others. However, the most likely
outcome, endemic to this medieval
discipline it would seem, is that there
was no single standard. One particularly
fascinating development of this was how,
in the half-century or so before Schlick
(the work of Arnaut de Zwolle, Pietro
Aaron, et al), the pure thirds/diminished
fourths were shifted and came into line
with four of what became mean-tone
temperament’s normal eight.26
Fingering: The use only of 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th fingers when playing medieval
keyboard music was strongly promoted
in the Rhede masterclasses. There was a
claim that it was impossible to use thumb
and 5th finger anyway, especially when
playing portatives. Yet this was proven
wrong by at least one participant, who
repeatedly and comfortably used all fingers. When an octave span is required in,
e.g., a 3-part Buxheim27 piece, and it can
only be played by one hand because the
other is too far removed to help out, then
how can the thumb not be used, especially if the keys are substantially wider
than modern keys and there is no pedal?
(Horror of horrors: was the rule of exclusively 2nd, 3rd, and 4th fingers partly
formulated by people playing relatively
narrow modern keyboards?) Aside from
Tobie Miller’s hurdy-gurdy playing in
Basel, the finely fingered performances
by Brett Leighton—who takes Buchner’s
Fundamentum organisandi of c. 1520
and his Quem terra pontus as a point of
departure—also linger very well in collective memory.28
Music and its structures: Much of
the medieval repertoire could have been
intended for constant-scaled ranks. The
music of Robertsbridge29 and Faenza30
seem often to rely on the development
of tension through tessitura variation
and the relation of this to changing tonal
qualities induced by scaling practices.
Redeuntes, for example, sound wonderful on constant-scaled ranks as the figuration rises and falls. This music thrives on
“intensity climaxes” that higher-pitched,
fuller and flutier constant-scaled ranks
produce. No modern scaling can possibly achieve this. The first Estampie from
Robertsbridge has one “punctus” after
another, each getting successively higher
than the preceding, until the final one
just blooms with the highest and most
intensely flutey notes of all. It is not just
constant-scaled ranks but also other scaling practices from this era—e.g., Arnaut’s
“halving on the octave with addition

Quo vadis?

The many themes raised by these conferences can only be dealt with through
an enduring continuum of instrument
building, research, discussion, publication, and many more such events. This
arena is a collection of musical swords
that still need much more rattling in their
scabbards. Basel and Rhede together
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The Sion organ: possible original appearance without the added pedal pipes
behind (Photoshop alterations by David Rumsey)

Hamar’s apparently conical flue pipes(*)

Winold van der Putten explaining his
1999 Rutland (l) and 2010 Rumsey (r)
positive organs (photo: Jos van der Giessen)

constant”—that can produce this effect.
Essentially all early scaling practices do
to varying degrees, but the more scaling
practice approaches modern schemes,
such as Töpfer’s norms,31 the less marked
this effect becomes, and the music ends
up sounding relatively flat and lifeless.
Metallurgy—copper, lead, tin, and
alloys—plays a most critical role. The use
of wood for pipes is another question,
particularly the issue of its first clearly
recorded use—Italy, late 15th century?32
The Sion (Switzerland) Valeria organ has
a “Copel” made from wood, now dendrochronologically dated from around
early 15th century.33 Of course, wood was
introduced at some stage between the
hydraulis and Arnaut de Zwolle as a material replacing the earlier copper/bronze
variants used in making windchests.34
Similarly, early conical metal pipe-forms
and the potential confusion they cause in
the iconography with wood needs investigation.35 The relics at Hamar, Norway,
may eventually provide a key.
The apparently sudden change from
copper/bronze to lead at the turn of the
13th century is an interesting phenomenon: that lead was far more malleable
than copper may have been a driving
motivation clinching change. But the
tonal effect was so strikingly softer and
sweeter that this was expressly noted
in many contemporary tracts.36 It must
have come as a profoundly exciting
development, part of the Ars Nova/
Ars Antiqua watershed. Notated organ
music first consistently appeared just
after the change—some of it might suit
the sound of tin or copper but most of it
plays remarkably well on lead pipework.
Did the notion of accompanied voices
rather than alternatim also receive some
kind of stimulus here? And the desire
to separate a single 8′ out from a Blockwerk: was this also part of the switch
to lead? Later register names, such as
Doof, hint at this, for the softer tones of
lead must have seemed “deaf” compared
either to copper pipes or the presence of
upperwork of any kind. It was mainly in
the centuries after this change that the
typical, relatively small, medieval organ
began to share the stage with some
increasingly multi-ranked Blockwerks.
The facility of the larger Blockwerks to
be reduced to a single, sweet foundation rank must have been very alluring,
whether for accompaniment or contrast.
Blockwerk registrations were sometimes recommended for pieces played
by participants in Rhede—but how many
organs pre-15th century had more than
about one, two, or three ranks? Two of
these ranks were often enough simply a
doubled unison. The most spectacular
Blockwerks were reported by Wulstan at

Winchester in the 10th century or Praetorius at Halberstadt in the 14th or 15th
century. Were some of these chroniclers,
like us, more impressed with size—or
hooked on hyperbole—than with making sober inventories of what was really
there? Certainly, the three-rank Rims
organ was closer to many Blockwerks of
that era than the concept of a “Lokaz of
at least 50 ranks,” to cite Schlick at the
end of the era around 1511. And the
Winchester organ: did this have copper
pipes? Presumably. Was that—apart
from its apparently anachronistically
large mixture—another reason why it
was reported as being so loud? Prima
facie, sources and iconography prior to
the 15th century indicate the existence of
relatively few large Blockwerks compared
to the many Positives and Portatives.
As with scaling, pitch, keyboard
design, metallurgy, and everything else
about medieval organs, there were no
DIN specifications. Any investigative
path is flawed if standards like this are
sought. A variety of options needs to be
tried within known tolerances, then optimums and limits found. Assessments can
then follow, which might be region-, collection- or even specific work-oriented.
It would be wonderful if some day
money could be found to build an entire
series of constant-scaled ranks from very

thin to quite wide scaling, note the true
ranges available, and try out repertoire
on them, for instance that spanning the
era between the Robertsbridge Codex
and Buxheimer Orgelbuch. If further
funding were available, then some copper pipes might also be tried, not for
keyboard repertoire before this, since it
virtually does not exist, but for ensembles
(especially those commonly iconographically represented) and alternatim.
Did some or all the music in Faenza
assume copper pipes, lead pipes, tin
pipes, alloys? Constant or variable scaling? Pitches equivalent to A440, A466,
A520 or something else? And where to
place the “wolf”? A520, lead pipes, early
Pythagorean tempering, and constant
scaling certainly seem to work very well.
But are our criteria correct? The experience of beautifully pure major thirds
from Renaissance mean-tone tempering, or major thirds ranging from pure
to mistuned in the circular temperings
of the Baroque era, is very enticing to
impressionable musicians travelling back
from an accustomed equal tempering.
Yet the sober reality is that pure thirds
were sometimes expressly avoided, e.g.,
by Bach using remote keys with dissonant thirds to represent crucifixion,
or even just sheer doggedness as with
Thomas Roseingrave’s self-proclaimed
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love of F–G♯ rather than F–A♭ in his
deliberate choice of a “nasty” F-minor
tonality. Was the Pythagorean “wolf”
sought out in like manner, or studiously
avoided by these earlier musicians?
Probably it was avoided if the evidence
of modal transpositions is taken at face
value—but even here there are questions that need working through.37 In
any case, there is no significant evidence
in medieval music for an Affektenlehre
and Figurenlehre: that was the culture of
Bach, Handel, and Roseingrave.
To a degree, medieval voicing seems
somewhat weather-prone: what barely
works one day, might work well or not at all
in the next cold snap or heat wave. And the
organs of those days were only marginally
protected from weather change compared
to ours in air-conditioned buildings today.
Thus: were their tolerances of pitch and
tuning, including in ensemble, and with
bells, more flexible than ours are today?
Within limits, slight differences actually
make these organs more interesting, as do
historical voicing techniques—particularly
the lack of total control with wide-open
footholes. The lowest generally workable pitch from 27mm constant-scaled
lead pipes is about modern (A440) tenor
E♭. With 33mm it extends down to B♭, a
fourth lower. Thus, pitches of organs produce differing manual compasses, or a few
low pipes with ears needed to make them
speak. As Winold van der Putten pointed
out in Basel, “Medieval organ builders
were no fools: it only takes cupping a hand
around a pipe mouth to make it speak.”
Iconography showing ears is, however,
extremely elusive—jury out, experimentation and investigation still in. If, as seems
likely, constant scaling was perpetuated
well after the 11th century, whence these
“pigeon’s egg” figures derive, then diameters could well have increased in time,
allowing lower bass ranges and even more
blooming trebles. The iconography, inter
alia, suggests that this tendency could
have persisted until early 15th century as
diameters apparently became wider.38 A
targeted study of this is overdue.
If we retain all the parameters noted
above, then reduce the size of the pigeon’s
egg taken to 27mm, as with the Rims
organ, little of Robertsbridge and Faenza
at its notated pitch can be played satisfactorily unless the instrument is higher than
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A440. The very low notes cannot be voiced
reliably using known medieval tools and
techniques. Yet Léonin, Pérotin, or the
Felix Namque of the Oxford MS sound
totally convincing here with their more
agile trebles—everything just bringing
this music to a radiant vitality. The same
applies for other parameters with Buxheimer, Ileborgh,39 or various regional- or
even specifically single-work instances.
Even so, did Léonin and Pérotin ever
know lead pipes?
Research and experimentation not
possible hitherto has now shown that
constant scaling with pigeons’ egg dimensions around 33mm, and a pitch of at
least A465 makes the first Estampie from
Robertsbridge sound simply magnificent
when transposed up a tone. That equates
to A520—which should make some
players of medieval instruments happy,
since many project that pitch for some
of their repertoire. All this, or an even
higher pitch, brings “43” from Faenza
truly to life in 33mm constant scaling.
Lower that pitch and the bass notes of the
Estampie are poor or missing, while the
overall effect of “43” is relatively dull from
trebles that simply do not bloom so well.
Of necessity, these assessments will
always have a component of subjectivity
in them. But not entirely: low pitches and
constant scaling yield bass notes that do
not repeat promptly, and others that will
not speak properly, if at all—indicators
that either pitch is too low, scaling too
narrow, or later scaling practices could be
appropriate. The physical limits of medieval organ compasses and pitch now need
probing and defining. Any temptation to
a general conformity of anything—pitch,
scaling, metal alloy, tempering, fingering—must be addressed as a range or
tolerance, given a specific set of parameters. This expressly includes repertoire
and ensemble playing.
Standardization was a new concept
that had to wait for Arnolt Schlick and
later centuries. Interestingly, Schlick,
relatively modern by comparison to the
main thrust of these conferences, barely
made it into the discussions.

A sequel?

Thus, there was a consensus that intellectual and musical exchange should not
simply vanish after this flush of medieval
organ symposia during the European
summer of 2012. Several events are
already known to be foreshadowed. Of
considerable interest will be a major
symposium planned for the Amsterdam
Orgelpark, June 6–8, 2013.40 Wherever
future events are held, it would be
most welcome if they were not primarily talk-fests, but also included strong
performance components. One small
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Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale 13096, fol.
46, Mer de cristal (used with kind permission

Emulating Gerritsz, 1479 at Amsterdam
Orgelpark (used with permission by Hans Fi-

criticism of the Rhede Symposium was
its predominance of talk over music. A
four-way balance will always be needed
with medieval organ cultures: talk, solo
organ, alternatim, and in ensemble. In
a way, these instruments were born to
work in alternation with speech, chanting, silence, and possibly bells. It is
particularly in ensemble that the iconography, literature, and extant music seems
to be signposting the way ahead. Both
Basel and Rhede showed that all four
are needed for a completely balanced
presentation of this highly fascinating
culture. Basel strongly promoted alternatim and ensemble, and so did Rhede,
the latter chiefly in concerts where
dance was also represented. Would the
miracle or mystery plays of the era be a
good suggestion for some future events?
The Mainzer Hoftag of 1184 is usually
reckoned as the greatest medieval festival in history. It was here that Friedrich
Barbarossa knighted his sons, Heinrich
VI and Friedrich V. A contemporary
description of it included these lines:41

in the events described above. Winold
van der Putten’s organs were not at all
alone in this, but he and his work were at
the center of two of these conferences.42
His 1999 realization of the copy of the
Rutland Psalter organ was an important
trailblazer. This instrument was featured
at the Rhede conference, along with
some portatives for Jankees Braaksma
and his group, Super Librum.43 These
were prototypes for most of what has
followed as van der Putten and others
investigated, experimented, and cracked
the codes of medieval organbuilding and
voicing. His recent constant-scaled ranks
for myself and the Rims instrument were
essayed only after much investigation
and experimentation. In their own way,
they alone deserved their rightful share
of those standing ovations. Medieval
organ scaling of this kind now seems set
to be one of the next “revelations” in the
performance of this music—not least
in portatives where, oddly enough, it
remains relatively untried. 
■

of M. Moleiro)

Dâ was spil end gesanc
End behurt ende dranc,
Pîpen ende singen
Vedelen ende springen,
Orgeln ende seitspelen,
Meneger slachten frouden vele.
There was playing and song,
And pushing and shoving,
Piping and singing,
Fiddles and dancing,
Organs and strings playing,
Many joyful things mingling.

Epilogue

The standing ovations in Groningen
mentioned above had something of a
cathartic feel to them, reflecting the
exegesis in medieval organbuilding and
musical performance that has taken place
over the past several decades, especially

dom of the Amsterdam Orgelpark )
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